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Abstract
Ice islands, massive tabular icebergs, are known to fracture (calve) into fragments as they
drift. One proposed calving mechanism occurs when a large protuberance, known as a
ram, develops along the submerged edge of the ice island and induces a bending stress
due to its buoyancy. To examine the relationship between rams and ice island fracture,
polygons of ice islands derived from remote sensing imagery were used to create 3-D
representations with synthesized rams. Associated stress and fractures were predicted
using a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and the results were compared to polygons of the
actual fractured pieces. Modelled ice islands calve accurately when a synthesized ram is
placed only along the edge that breaks off. An empirical model was developed to predict
stress magnitude, which indicated the length of the ram, ram extent, and the ratio of ram
volume to total ice volume play a central role in calving.
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1.0 Introduction
Climate change has had a particularly dramatic impact on the Canadian Arctic region,
which is warming at three times the global average (Environment and Climate Change
Canada, 2019). The rapid increase in temperatures has resulted in many changes to
cryospheric features such as ice shelves and floating ice tongues, which now calve more
frequently than in previous decades (Bevis et al., 2019; Rignot et al., 2011). Calving
(detachment) of the termini of ice shelves and floating ice tongues gives way to massive
tabular icebergs called ice islands (Benn et al., 2017). Calving events along the northern
coast of Ellesmere Island, Canada’s only remaining ice shelves, used to occur
approximately once per decade (Jeffries and Sackinger, 1990) but, between 2000 to 2010,
five major calving events were observed (Mueller et al., 2017). The reduction of Multiyear Land Fast Sea Ice (MLSI), a protective barrier to the ice shelves fringing northern
Ellesmere Island (Mueller et al., 2003; Copland et al., 2007), and open water at the ice
interface are thought to play a role in accelerating calving activity (Copland et al. 2017;
Reeh et al. 2001). Increases in calving frequency have also occurred in Western
Greenland’s floating glacier tongues (Bevis et al., 2019), which discharge ice islands into
the Eastern Canadian Arctic (Bigg et al., 2014), with Petermann Glacier calving over 430
km2 between 2008 and 2012 (Crawford et al., 2018b).
It is expected that major calving events will continue to increase in the coming years and
boost the production of ice islands (Bigg et al., 2014; Derksen et al., 2012) which are
considered a potential risk for offshore infrastructure and shipping vessels (Bailey and
Phillips, 2018; Eik and Gudmestad, 2010). Though many ice islands remain adrift or
grounded in the Arctic Ocean, a considerable number of fragments drift as far south as
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the Grand Banks region of Newfoundland where oil-drilling platforms are located (Flynn,
2013). As the Arctic warms, extensive reductions in sea ice during summers (Overland
and Wang, 2013; Stroeve et al., 2008) are likely to spark interest in new offshore oil
engineering projects at higher latitudes where ice islands are more abundant (Fuglem and
Jordaan, 2017). Further, the shipping industry is poised to take advantage of shorter transoceanic routes through the Northwest Passage or directly across the Arctic Basin where
these glacial hazards also exist (Smith and Stephenson, 2013).
The risk of collision between ice hazards and vessels needs to be considered in the
context of these environmental changes (Dawson et al., 2018; Pizzolato et al., 2014).
Historically, accidents are not unprecedented: The Ship Collision with Iceberg Database
contains over 670 records of incidents over the last two centuries (Hill, 2010). In March
of 2017 ~350 km southeast of Newfoundland, an iceberg drifted within 180 m of the
SeaRose oil extraction platform (FPSO) (O’Neill-Yates, 2018). Operators of the SeaRose
had knowledge of the incoming hazard but protocol to avoid a collision was not taken
(CBC News, 2018). Ultimately, no accident took place, but the lack of action led to
suspension of the SeaRose for a year (CBC News, 2018), bringing attention to the
seriousness of ice hazard risk management and regulation. However, meaningful change
requires a deeper understanding of iceberg drift mechanisms in order to inform risk
interpretation within these policies.
Deterioration plays an important complementary role in risk forecasting. Ice islands
sporadically calve smaller fragments that can be difficult to detect, but are still considered
large enough to be a hazard to offshore activities (Van Wychen and Copland, 2017).
Sizes of calved fragments range from very large ice islands fragments, to icebergs, bergy
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bits, and growlers (Canadian Ice Service, 2005). While much is understood about how ice
islands deteriorate mass on smaller scales (thinning and so-called ‘edge-wasting’ events)
(Crawford 2013), calving mechanisms are poorly understood and difficult to study
(Wagner et al., 2014). Filling this knowledge gap would improve operational
deterioration models and, coupled with drift models, improve understanding of how these
ice hazards are created and distributed.
Diemand (1987), Scambos (2005), Wagner et al. (2014) identified a calving mechanism
(dubbed “the footloose mechanism” by Wagner et al. (2014)) that describes how the
development of an underwater ‘ram’ (an ice protrusion) along the submerged edge of the
ice island induces a bending stress due to its buoyancy. When the resultant bending stress
exceeds the flexural strength of the ice, a fracture propagates upwards resulting in a
calving event. Finite Element Analysis (FEA, also sometimes referred to as the Finite
Element Method (FEM)) can analyze stress distributions in all 3 dimensions (Fagan,
1992) which is ignored in previous 2-D calving models. Recently, an FEA model was
developed by Sazidy et al. (2019) to test the effect of rams on icebergs. This new model
can be used to evaluate the influence of different ram configurations on calving events.
The recently released Canadian Ice Island Drift, Deterioration, and Detection database
(CI2D3) has catalogued calving events and observations of drifting ice islands in the
Eastern Arctic Ocean between 2008 and 2013 (Crawford et al., 2018b). The database,
containing thousands of records (Crawford et al., 2018b), can query ice island calving
events and presents an excellent opportunity to evaluate the influence of ram size and
shape on real ice island calving events.
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1.1 Research objectives
This thesis attempted to "reverse engineer" (technically a back analysis as ice islands are
natural phenomena) the aftermath of calving events that were observed in remote sensing
imagery by modelling the corresponding ice island shapes (prior to calving) with
different ram dimensions. In order to accomplish this aim, Arctic fieldwork and
descriptive data analysis was conducted and FEA modelling was performed using 3-D
representations of ice island polygons with synthesized rams of various sizes. The
objectives of the thesis were to:
1. Measure ice island morphological characteristics in situ to inform modelling
efforts;
2. Determine if realistic calving can be simulated with FEA and a synthesized ram
of several dimensions that is placed uniformly around the entire perimeter of an
ice island (“uniform ram”);
3. Determine if realistic calving can be simulated using FEA with a synthesized ram
of several lengths that is placed only along the edge of the ice island that calved in
the CI2D3 database (“localized ram”);
4. Determine the ram dimensions (length and extent along the ice island edge)
required to cause a calving event in the modelled ice islands;
5. Empirically model relationships between stress magnitude/calving events and the
morphological data of the modelled ice islands.
The mechanisms by which ice islands calve are considered a significant knowledge gap,
that, if filled would be highly beneficial to those in the shipping and offshore oil
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industries. This knowledge can be combined into a comprehensive operational drift and
deterioration forecasting model that would help predict ice island behaviour at sea.
1.2 Structure of this thesis
This thesis follows a traditional thesis format. A review of literature concerning ice island
physical characteristics, drift and deterioration mechanisms, prior calving models as well
as background on FEA is provided in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the methods used to
achieve the research objectives and Chapter 4 provides the results. Chapter 5 discusses
the implications of the results, compares them to prior modelling work, and identifies the
key findings of this thesis. The final chapter provides an overall conclusion and identifies
further avenues for research.
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2.0 Literature review
2.1 Ice island morphology
Ice islands are large, tabular icebergs with vertical sidewalls and surfaces at a constant
height above sea level (Dowdeswell and Jeffries, 2017; Hattersley-Smith, 1962) (Figures
2.1 and 2.2). They are the largest type of iceberg defined by the Canadian Manual of Ice
(Canadian Ice Service, 2005) and have a surface area of several hundred square metres to
hundreds of square kilometres (Joint Technical Commission for Oceanography and
Marine Meteorology, 2015). In contrast, Antarctic ice islands are referred to as "tabular
icebergs" and can be several thousand square kilometres in area (Stern et al., 2017).
Arctic ice islands reach thicknesses of up to 200 m but Antarctic ice islands can reach
thicknesses of up to 500 m (Kristensen, 1983; Orheim, 1980). Thickness also varies
according to source: ice islands from the ice shelves along the northern coast of
Ellesmere Island in Nunavut are typically about 50 m thick while those from floating
glacier tongues in northern Greenland may be twice that (Dowdeswell and Jeffries, 2017;
Joint Technical Commission for Oceanography and Marine Meteorology, 2015).
Ice islands within Arctic Canada are produced from only two areas: the ice shelves
fringing northern Ellesmere Island and floating ice tongues along the northwestern coast
of Greenland (Crawford et al. 2016; Jeffries 1992) (Figure 2.3). In the past, they have
been known to drift around the Arctic for up to a decade before completely deteriorating,
but today, most ice islands survive for up to only a few years (Crawford et al., 2018b;
Kristensen, 1983; Van Wychen and Copland, 2017).
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Figure 2.1: Photograph of an ice island ("PII-A-1-f") grounded at 67° 21.4’ N, 63°
15.2’W, approximately 40 km to the southeast of Qikiqtarjuaq, NU. This is a fragment of
the 2010 Petermann glacier calving event which measured ~4 km2 in September 2018
around the time of the photograph. Note the constant height above sea level and vertical
sidewalls. Photograph taken by the author.

Figure 2.2: Diagram of an ice island. Its different components are indicated by red
arrows and accompanying text. The sail is the mass that remains above the waterline (1);
the freeboard is the height of the ice island sidewall above the waterline (2) while the
draft is the vertical depth below it (3). The keel is the mass submerged below the water
(4). Adapted from Crawford (2013).
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Far less abundant than icebergs, ice islands were only discovered in the Arctic several
decades ago. The first credible observation was made by Soviets aboard the Krestianka in
the Chuchki Sea in 1934, and a number of additional sightings were made during
reconnaissance operations in the late 1930s (Belkin and Kessel, 2017). During the Cold
War, the Soviets and Americans set up semi-permanent camps on ice islands and used
them as drifting research platforms (Althoff 2017; Jeffries 2002). For example, Canada
installed a station on “Hobson’s Choice”, an ice island originating from the Ward Hunt
Ice Shelf in 1984 (Althoff, 2017). Hobson’s Choice and other ice island research
platforms helped collect decades worth of oceanographic, meteorological, geological, and
biological data (Althoff, 2017).
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Figure 2.3: Calving event at Petermann Glacier (Northwest Greenland) imaged on 17
August, 2010 by Landsat 7. The initial fragment (red circle) had a surface area of 270
km2 immediately following calving and gave way to many additional ice islands whose
lineage and drift were recorded in the CI2D3 database. The black lines over the image are
due to failure of the Scan Line Corrector from the LANDSAT-7 sensor in May 2003.
Image courtesy of NASA and USGS (USGS, 2010).
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2.2 Ice island drift
Ellesmere ice islands (“western ice islands”) tend to drift north of the Canadian Arctic
Archipelago, towards the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas, and the Arctic Ocean, while the
majority of those discharged from Greenland (“eastern ice islands”) drift south along
Canada’s eastern coastline through Nares Strait to Baffin Bay and the Labrador Sea
(Crawford et al., 2018b).

Figure 2.4: Generalized drift trajectories of eastern Canadian ice islands (a), and western
Canadian ice islands (b). The blue represents glaciated regions. After Crawford, (2013)
and Nacke (2016).
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Greenland’s Petermann and Ryder glaciers produce the majority of ice islands in eastern
Canadian waters (Mueller et al., 2013). The former is particularly remarkable and has
discharged massive ice islands measuring 31 km2 in 2008, 270 km2 in 2010, and 130 km2
in 2012 (Crawford et al., 2016). Once discharged, ice islands continue to periodically
calve smaller fragments (referred to as ‘daughters’) until they have all completely
disintegrated (Crawford et al., 2018a).
Ice islands often become grounded on shoals along the continental shelf of Baffin Island
and Labrador, an area sometimes referred to as “Iceberg Alley”. (Bennett et al., 2013;
Crawford, 2013). The shallow and uneven bathymetry along Iceberg Alley prevents
many ice islands from drifting further south, and many completely disintegrate there.
However, some drift further south and reach the Grand Banks region off Newfoundland.
Some shipping routes intersect ice island trajectories and ice island fragments are
increasingly becoming a concern for stakeholders in the shipping and offshore oil
industries (Van Wychen and Copland, 2017). Some of these potential intersections are
illustrated in Figure 2.5 for a subset of ice islands and icebergs that have been tracked via
beacons and remote sensing data. Drift patterns are essential to risk assessment, but
understanding of deterioration mechanisms are important to establish where and when
fragments are created.
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Figure 2.5: Trajectories of various ice islands and icebergs overlapping ship traffic
density (greyscale legend) and oil and gas exploration leases (red). Abbreviations of
parent glaciers and ice shelves are as follows: PII = Petermann (Ice Island), WH = Ward
Hunt, M = Markham. Figure taken from the ArcticNet Integrated Regional Impact
Studies (IRIS) report (Bell and Brown, 2018).
2.3 Ice island deterioration
Ice islands deteriorate through six main processes: 1) buoyant convection, 2) forced
convection from wind and water currents, 3) wave erosion, 4) the calving of overhanging
slabs, 5) surface ablation from solar radiation, and 6) large-scale fracture (or calving)
events (Crawford, 2013; Savage, 2001) (Figure 2.6). The lattermost mechanism is often
ignored due to the difficulties of modelling it (Crawford et al., 2016): many fractures are
unpredictable since they propagate along internal flaws that are not detectable from
remote sensing imagery. The grounding of ice islands may also lead to calving due to
stresses induced from the feature it is grounded on, but these events are difficult to assess
without field or bathymetry data. However, a particular type of calving mechanism
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(called the “footloose” mechanism) can be predicted and is explained in subsequent
sections (see Section 2.4 and Section 2.5).

Figure 2.6: Profile view of ice island deterioration processes: 1) buoyant convection,
forced convection from wind (2A) and currents (2B), melt from solar radiation (3), and
the development of a ram (b) from the combined processes of wave notch formation (4)
and the collapse of the resulting overhanging slab (5). Figure taken from Crawford
(2013).
Most deterioration models focus on processes that cause edge-wasting events, where
small fragments break off the sides of the ice island edges but do not change its shape, or
the reduction of ice thickness through surface and basal ablation. Edge wasting is usually
assessed from high resolution Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images, which is the
preferred sensor type for monitoring sea ice, glaciers and icebergs since it can image
during the polar night and through cloud cover (Jawak et al., 2015; Jeffries and
Sackinger, 1989). Surface area change is monitored by the digitization of ice island
extents between image acquisitions (Figure 2.7), however, spatial resolution of the
sensor can be a major limitation for monitoring these changes if they occur at the subresolution level (Crawford et al., 2018a). Some studies have used ice-penetrating radar
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and ablation stakes to measure changes in thickness over time (Crawford, 2013;
Crawford et al., 2015; Halliday et al., 2012). These observations, combined with areal
extent, can be used to calculate volume loss. It is also possible to combine areal changes
with satellite altimetry data (Stroeve et al., 2008; Tournadre et al., 2015) or surface/basal
ablation models to infer volume change (Ballicater Consulting Ltd., 2012; Crawford et
al., 2018c; Jansen et al., 2005; Kubat et al., 2007). However, most deterioration models
do not account for the incidence of new independent ice fragments that are of concern to
seafaring vessels (Crawford et al., 2018c, 2016; Kubat et al., 2007). These knowledge
gaps should be addressed to increase the scope of deterioration modelling.
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Figure 2.7: Multiple overlaid RADARAT-2 digitizations of ice island "PII-A-1-f"
between 2015-2017, showing its change in position and assumed rotation. PII-A-1-f is an
ice island fragment from the 2012 Petermann Glacier calving event. The red polygon
shows PII-A-1-f following its most recent calving event (Sept. 2017) and its associated
daughter fragments. The arrows indicate an assumed clockwise rotation of the ice island
around two grounding points. The blue lines indicate the coast of Baffin Island. All
polygons were digitized from RADARSAT-2 images taken on the dates indicated in the
top left of the map.
RADARSAT-2 Data and Products © Maxar Technologies Ltd. (2015-2017) – All Rights
Reserved. RADARSAT is an official mark of the Canadian Space Agency
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2.4 Material properties and rheology of ice islands
The deformation or failure of a material is a result of the amount of stress applied and
length of time it is applied for. When relatively little stress is applied to the material, its
shape may deform (called "strain"), but return to its original state when the stress is
removed (elastic deformation) (Budd and Jacka, 1989; Roylance, 2001). If more stress is
applied and the material strains beyond its elastic limit (yield strength), the strain
becomes irreversible (plastic deformation) (Roylance, 2001). If the amount of stress the
material can withstand is exceeded, the material fails, resulting in the creation of two
independent fragments. The responses in strain as a function of stress are illustrated with
a stress-strain curve (Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8: Stress and strain curves showing the different possible deformation
characteristics of an unspecified material (1) and for ice under increasing rates of applied
stress (2). A shows the elastic region, where stress and strain are proportional. The slope
of this line is also the value of Young’s Modulus (E). B is the yield strength of the
material, where deformation ceases to be reversible. Beyond point B up to D is the plastic
region where deformation is irreversible. C is the ultimate strength of the material, which
indicates the maximum stress a material can withstand. D is the fracture point where two
independent fragments of the material result (Davis, n.d.; Roylance, 2001). I through III
show the behavior of ice at increasing rates of stress, indicating a plastic response when
low stress is applied over prolonged time, but elastic and brittle responses applied at
higher rates (2). Figure adapted from Lim and Hoag (2013) and Schulson (1999).
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Ice behaves like a brittle solid, a material that reaches failure without experiencing
significant elastic or plastic deformation under brief periods of high stress (Snyder et al.,
2016). However, ice exhibits an elastic response when low stress is applied for short
periods (Budd and Jacka, 1989). Young’s Modulus (E) is the metric that describes a
material’s resistance to elastic deformation by the ratio of applied stress to strain:

𝐸=

𝜎
𝜀

(2.1)

where σ is the applied stress (Pa) and ε is the resultant strain (m m-1). The higher the
value, the stiffer the material. Stiffness in a material describes the load required to cause
elastic deformation to occur (which should not be confused for its resistance to
catastrophic material failure). For glacial ice, E ranges from values of 9.7 – 11.2 GPa at a
temperature of -10°C (J. J. Petrovic, 2003; Nimmo et al., 2004). For comparison, E of a
diamond is 1050 GPa or higher (Klein and Cardinale, 1993; Savvides and Bell, 1993).
The elasticity and resistance to stress in a material can also be expressed with a stressstrain curve (Figure 2.8).
Ice also deforms plastically (referred to as ‘creep’) when stress is applied over prolonged
periods (Glen and Perutz, 1955). Creep is observed in the advance of ice sheets and
glaciers in the cryosphere, where the thicknesses of ice are so great that these features
deform under their own weight and increase in extent (Duval et al., 2010). However,
internal deformation of Arctic icebergs and ice islands is constrained by their limited
thicknesses/weight and a lack of topographical slope to help drive this type of
deformation (Nye, 1960). Thus, the effects of plastic deformation have traditionally been
ignored in ice island fracture modelling (Diemand et al., 1987; Sazidy et al., 2019;
Wagner et al., 2014).
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The density of pure ice is 917 kg/m3 however, field measurements of glaciers and
icebergs have been reported to be as low as 830 kg/m3 (Vasil’chuk, 2015) due to air and
sediment impurities trapped in the ice.
When a material is stretched longitudinally, some amount of lateral contraction may
occur. This change in the material’s shape is described by Poisson’s Ratio (v) (Figure
2.9) and is calculated by:

ν=

− 𝜀𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙
𝜀𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

(2.2)

where εlateral is the lateral strain (contraction) of the material, and εlongitudinal is the
longitudinal strain (stretching) in the object. Poisson’s Ratio of glacial ice is typically
reported to be 0.23 to 0.45 (J. Petrovic, 2003; Voitkovskii, 1962; Gold, 1977).
The flexural strength (sometimes also called fibre stress at rupture) is defined as the
maximum stress a material can withstand without breaking (Mandal et al., 2018) and
ranges from 0.5 – 1.63 MPa in ice (Gagnon and Gammon, 1995; Wagner et al.,
2014).The flexural strength of ice increases as temperature decreases. Ice is slightly more
resistant to compressive forces (those that shorten a material) than tensile ones (those that
elongate a material) and it is considered anisotropic, which indicates different strain rates
depending on the direction of applied stress (Gagliardini, 2011). For example, the
direction that stress is applied with respect to the orientation of the crystals within a
fragment of ice can influence its tolerance in elastic and plastic deformation (Gagliardini,
2011).
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Figure 2.9: Diagram of Poisson’s Ratio of a 2-D cylinder. ΔL and ΔD indicate the
negative change in its length and direction when a tensile force is imposed on the
cylinder in the longitudinal direction. V (Poisson's Ratio) is the ratio of these changes.
Figure adapted from Greaves (2013).
2.4 Buoyancy of ice islands
Archimedes Principle states that an ice island floating in seawater is in hydrostatic
equilibrium because the force of gravity (Fg) pulling the ice island downwards is exactly
counteracted by the buoyant forces pushing it up (Fb) (Heath, 1897). When the shape of
the ice is perfectly tabular (e.g. vertical sidewalls and no ram), the hydrostatic forces
acting on the bottom surface of the ice island will be equal across its surface area,
minimizing the accumulation of stress. The force of gravity (Fg) is calculated by:

𝐹𝑔 = 𝑚𝑎

(2.3)

where m is mass of the object and a is the acceleration due to gravity on Earth (9.8 m s-2).
The buoyant force can be calculated from:
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𝐹𝑏 = 𝜌𝑤 𝑔 𝑉𝑓

(2.4)

where pw is the density of water and Vf is the volume of displaced fluid resulting from the
submersion of the ice island. Assuming a perfectly tabular ice island shape, the buoyant
force per unit area (hydrostatic pressure (Phs)) can also be found with the following:

𝑃ℎ𝑠 = 𝜌𝑤 𝑔 ℎ𝑧

(2.5)

Where hz is the height of the waterline above the draft.
The buoyancy of ice and hydrostatic pressure is thought to play an important role in ice
island calving events due to the differences in the forces caused by ice rams that form
below the waterline as described in the following sections.
2.5 The ‘footloose’ mechanism
Exposure of ice island sidewalls to waves leads to the formation of a notch into the ice at
the waterline, which grows until the overhanging ice can no longer be supported and
breaks off (Wagner et al., 2014). This creates an underwater terrace called a "ram" which
increases in size as the surface of the ice island sail shrinks from the progressive edgewasting of the notch (Wagner et al., 2014).
The development of a ram along the ice island edge results in a local hydrostatic
disequilibrium as the completely submerged ram attempts to float up, causing a bending
stress near the bottom edge of the ice island. If the ram is of sufficient length, extent, and
thickness, localized stresses may exceed the flexural strength of the ice and result in
material failure from flexure. If the resultant fracture propagates upwards to the surface
of the sail, two independent ice fragments are created.
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In sea ice-free water, rams can be observed by sight from ships or aircraft, and they can
be measured below the ocean surface with multi-beam sonar instruments. Antarctic ice
islands with rams were also detected with the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System
(GLAS) which was carried by the now-defunct ICESat-1 satellite mission (Scambos et
al., 2005). The increased height of the freeboard along ice island edges was thought to be
a result of the upwards deflection of the ice caused by an adjoining ram.

Figure 2.10: Diagram of the ‘footloose mechanism’. A ram, of length ℓ is formed as the
sail (of freeboard d) is eroded over time by waves. The ram is held below its hydrostatic
equilibrium by the central ice island, causing an upward bending of the ice edge. Fracture
occurs where the bending stress concentrates at a distance of ℓw from the edge of the ice
island sail. w(x) indicates the upward deflection of the ice island edge that has been
observed from ICESAT profiles of Antarctic ice islands (Scambos et al., 2005) Pi is the
pressure of ice and Pw is the pressure of water. Figure adapted from Wagner et al. (2014).
Ice islands in warm, sea ice free water can experience ram growth > 1 m d-1, making raminduced fracture a fast-developing calving mechanism (Wagner et al., 2014). It has been
estimated that ice island rams in the Antarctic do not exceed lengths of 70 m, suggesting
that there is a maximum ram length threshold to induce calving (Wagner et al. 2014).
Wagner et al. (2014) produced a 2-D analytical model for ice islands as an idealized
elastic beam with a constant flexural strength and Young’s Modulus of 9 GPa. The model
predicts the location and maximum stress along the length of the beam. The footloose
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mechanism has also been extended to glacier calving front models to show they may
calve icebergs when they have a submerged protrusion similar to a ram (Wagner et al.,
2016). Recently, Sazidy et al. (2019) developed a 3-D version of the Wagner et al. (2014)
model using an FEA approach (see Section 2.5 and Section 3.0). This can be used to
explore the effects of the footloose mechanism on ice island models derived from
realistic shapes.
2.6 Previous calving models
In addition to Wagner et al. (2014), Sazidy et al. (2019) and Diemand et al. (1987) have
described analytical methods to model the effect on stresses of these forces in 2dimensions: one for a semi-infinite beam on elastic foundation with a localized ram, and
ice islands with a perfectly symmetrical ram along opposite sides of its keel, respectively.
For a semi-infinite beam on elastic foundation, the upward buoyancy load (N/m -1) can be
derived from (Sazidy et al., 2019):

𝑃1 = 𝑙𝑟 ℎ𝑘 (𝜌𝑤 − 𝜌𝑖 )𝑔

(2.6)

Where lr is the length of the ram, hk is the height of keel draft, and ρi is the density of ice.
The maximum bending stress (σmax (Pa)) can be calculated with (Sazidy et al., 2019):

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐸
𝑃1𝛽 3 ℎ
= 0.644
(1 − 𝜈 2) 𝜌𝑤 𝑔

(2.7)

The parameter β (m-1) can be estimated from the following equation (Sazidy et al., 2019):

𝛽=[

𝜌𝑤 𝑔 12(1 −
4
𝐸ℎ3

1
2) 4
𝜈

]

(2.8)
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While the distance from the ice island edge where maximum bending stress (X max (m))
occurs can be found from (Sazidy et al., 2019):

𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝜋
[𝑚]
4𝛽

(2.9)

For a 2-D iceberg with a symmetrical ram fringing both sides, peak stresses (Pa) are
likely to occur at the centre of the iceberg and can be derived by the following (Diemand
et al., 1987):

𝜎=

3𝑙2 (𝑙1 + 𝑙2 )
ℎ 𝑔(𝜌𝑤 − 𝜌𝑖 )
(ℎ1 + ℎ2 )2 2

(2.10)

Where l1 is the length of the sail, l2 is the length of the ram, h1 is the freeboard, h2 is the
draft, and ρi is the density of ice.
Sazidy (2019) developed two models with the FEA software package LS-DYNA to
enable footloose predictions by calculating maximum principal stresses of ice islands in
3-D (described further in Section 3.0 ). Principal stress is defined as the normal stress
calculated at an angle when shear stress is equal to 0 (Cuffey and Patterson, 2010). This
model produced realistic results and was found to be in agreement with both of the
analytical models described above (Sazidy et al., 2019).The model parameters selected
and validated by Sazidy et al. (2019) are shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Parameter values for the ice island calving FEA developed by Sazidy et al.
(2019).
Parameter

Value

Ice density (ρ i )
900
Young's Modulus (E ) 9
Poisson's Ratio (ν)
0.33
Water density (ρ W )

1024

Unit
kg/m3
GPa
unitless
kg/m3

2.7 Finite Element Analysis
The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is a numerical approach used to study the behaviour
of an object subjected to forces, heat, the flow of fluid, and other physical effects (Fagan,
1992; Autodesk, 2019). In an FEA, an intricate domain is made computationally
manageable by dividing it into a series of smaller, simpler shapes called elements in a
process known as ‘meshing’ or 'discretization' (Nikishkov, 2004) (Figure 2.11). Elements
are interconnected at vertices ("nodes") so that all elements that comprise the domain are
topologically related (Fagan, 1992; Knowles, 1984). Governing equations are determined
for solving the distribution of an unknown variable (such as stress or heat/energy flux)
throughout each element (Bathe, 2014; Holland, 1974). The solved element matrices are
then substituted into a global matrix, which then describes the distribution of the variable
throughout the domain as a whole (Holland, 1974; O’Brien, 2010). Solutions at the
element level can be determined at integration points or as an average of the nodal values.
The results of the model can be visualized as an animation and a colour scale is typically
used to view the distribution of the variable of interest throughout the mesh over time.
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Figure 2.11: A simple 2-D rectangular domain (a) and its mesh divided into 4 elements
whose extents are delineated by 4 nodes each (b). The interpolation function for these
elements is linear since there are only two nodes between opposite ends of each element
(corresponding to two terms). Elements are indicated by letters A-D and nodes are
numbered 1-9. Figure adapted from (Skotny, 2019).
The FEA process requires a geometric solid (or body) model of the domain to be studied
(Burkardt, 2011). These are created with FEA meshing software packages interactively or
in third-party computer-assisted design (CAD) software that exports models file formats
recognized by major FEA software packages (Geuzaine and Remacle, 2019). The model
is then meshed to a desired element shape and resolution within an FEA software
package.
Elements can comprise any shape delineated by a series of nodes. They may be a simple
line (1D), square/rectangular, or triangular (2-D) or tetrahedral or hexahedral shapes (3D) (Abaqus, 2017) (Figure 2.12). Triangular or tetrahedral elements are more efficient
for meshing intricate shapes but are generally less accurate for deriving solutions than
rectangular or hexahedral elements (Wang et al., 2004). A balance between mesh
computation time and solution accuracy must be struck.
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Figure 2.12: Types of 3-D elements; 3-D tetrahedron (a & b) and hexahedron (c)
elements are each shown with linear shape functions. Figure adapted from Abaqus
(2017).
Higher element and nodal resolutions also increase solution computation time because
the number of nodes between element faces is equal to the number terms present in the
element interpolation function (Nikishkov, 2004). Similarly, the time step (frequency) for
which solutions are calculated also dictates the duration of processing, with finer time
steps taking longer. If the time step value is too coarse, important results (such as a
maximum stress or temperature) may be aliased entirely between calculations. The time
step can also be automatically optimized according to element mass in a process known
as “mass scaling” (LS-DYNA, n.d.). Users strike a balance between element size, node
quantity, and the solution time step so that a reasonably accurate result can be achieved in
a minimal timeframe.
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To produce FEA model results, meshes are assigned material properties, boundary
conditions, forces, and the calculation time step as parameters before the model file is
ingested into a solution program. The results of the FEA model are output as a series of
new files which can be visualized in the program’s graphical user interface as a 3-D
animation. Output tables may also be generated. One of the major advantages of FEA is
the ability to complement quantitative results with visualizations.
FEA is popular in studies of ice front calving in glaciers and ice shelves (Fastook and
Schmidt, 1982; Iken, 1977; Mobasher et al., 2016; Trevers et al., 2019) but there have
been limited studies where the technique has been applied to ice island or iceberg calving
events. Since large-scale ice island calving events share many of the same mechanisms
and parameterizations as FEA glacier calving models (Fastook and Schmidt, 1982;
Trevers et al., 2019; Hanson and Hooke, 2000), using it as an approach to model these
features is a reasonable next step. FEA is ideally suited to deal with the irregular shapes
of ice islands that are caused by the constant erosion of the sidewall and episodic calving
events, which cannot be accurately represented in idealized 2-D analytical models.
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3.0 Methods
Objective 1 of this thesis was met by collecting in situ thickness measurements of an ice
island fragment of the 2012 Petermann Glacier calving event that was grounded near
Qikiqtarjuaq, NU during the 2018 annual Amundsen Science cruise (Section 3.1). The
remaining objectives were met by selecting 2-D outlines of ice island polygons from the
CI2D3 database that fractured in a manner similar to the footloose mechanism (Section
3.2) and converting them to a 3-D shape (Section 3.3). Stresses associated with buoyancy
forces were predicted using FEA. A ram of a given length was created uniformly around
the ice island model using a custom script (Objective 2). Another version of the ice
island was created with a ram localized to the edge that broke off from the mother ice
island (Objective 3). The propagation of a crack was simulated using an element erosion
method with a flexural strength threshold (Sazidy et al., 2019). Results were analyzed by
visualizing the simulated stress over time in the LS-PrePost graphical user interface.
Later, the flexural strength threshold was removed and the maximum of maximum
principal stresses (MPS) of each ice island were simulated (Objective 4). These data
were then used to produce empirical models that predict stress magnitude as a function of
ram and ice island morphology (Objective 5).
3.1 Ice island nominal thickness estimation
To estimate a mean nominal thickness parameter for Objective 1, in situ thickness
measurements of an ice island fragment from the 2012 Petermann Glacier calving event
("PII-A-1-f") were collected with a 25 MHz mobile Ice-Penetrating Radar (mIPR) (Blue
System Integration Ltd.). PII-A-1-f, then located at approximately 67° 21.4’ N, 63°
15.2’W (Figure 2.1) was accessed by helicopter from the CCGS Amundsen on the
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morning of September 1st, 2018. A ~ 4.5 km survey transect was completed with the
mIPR, which calculates the two-way travel time of radio waves travelling from the
transmitter to the ice-water interface (and back to the receiver), and converts the recorded
distance to metres. A mobile GPS unit (TopCon Hiper V,Topcon Corp., Tokyo, Japan)
was attached to the mIPR system and recorded the positions of each thickness
measurement (see Crawford et al., 2019 for further details on mIPR methods and a
description of PII-A-1-f). The thickness data was plotted on a RADARSAT-2 image of
PII-A-1-f taken on the same day as the survey in order to produce a spatially-referenced
thickness profile of the ice island. The mean thickness of the entire transect was also
calculated.
3.2 Ice island selection
The CI2D3 database (V1;
https://www.polardata.ca/pdcsearch/PDCSearch.jsp?doi_id=12678) catalogued the drift
and deterioration of ice islands from three major calving events from Petermann Glacier
and other floating ice tongues of northwestern Greenland (Ryder, Steensby, and CH
Ostenfield glaciers) (Crawford et al., 2018a). The database contains over 25,000 ice
island polygons traced from RADARSAT-1, -2 and ENVISAT satellite images as they
drifted from Nares Strait to as far as Newfoundland (Crawford et al., 2018c). Each
observation has a unique ID field (“inst”) and is related to its parent ice island (a concept
referred to as “lineage”). When an ice island calves, both fragments are considered to be
ice islands with unique names, a convention that is used throughout this thesis. Other
attribute fields are included in CI2D3, such as surface area, length, source ice tongue, and
whether the ice island was grounded, trapped in sea ice, or free-floating.
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The CI2D3 database was queried for all ice island observations that underwent calving in
their subsequent database entry, according to the lineage relationship (n = 336). The 2-D
polygon of each ‘mother’ ice island was plotted along with the two or more ‘daughter’
fragments that were subsequently produced to visualize the results of each fracture event
in a “calving plot” (e.g., Figure 3.1). These were analyzed qualitatively to eliminate all
fracture events that were not relevant to this study. For example, ice islands that fractured
near the centre were discarded since this mode of calving is thought to result from large
internal flaws unrelated to the footloose mechanism (Diemand et al., 1987). Only mothers
that calved near their edges and produced a daughter fragment that was approximately
20% or less of the surface area of the mother were retained (Figure 3.1). Ice islands
trapped in sea ice or grounded (n = 11) were discarded, since calving may have been
influenced by substantial non-hydrostatic loads which fall outside the scope of this study.

Figure 3.1: Sample ‘calving plot’ of instance “20101106_113811_r2_12_LWI” (a). A
fracture near its northeastern edge resulted in daughter instances (b) and (c). The mother
polygon is represented in dark grey on the far left of the plot with the daughters shaded in
light grey to the right.
To reduce mesh processing to a reasonable computational time, the ice island subset was
further reduced to ice islands with a length of ≤ 7.5 km (n = 23).
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3.3 Meshing and ram creation
A custom workflow in R (Version 3.3.2), a programming language for statistical
computing and graphics generation (R-Project, 2019) was used in conjunction with LSDYNA PrePost (a software program that creates meshes and visualizes FEA model
results from LS-DYNA Solver) to pre-process the polygons of ice island extents into 3-D
meshes. The scripts used in this thesis project to process and solve ice island meshes may
be accessed from https://github.com/jsmith2-wirl/icemesher.
The 23 selected ice island 2-D polygons were extracted from the CI2D3 database using
R, buffered by a prescribed ram length (m) and converted to a “K” file (*.k), a text-based
format that LS-DYNA can ingest. Three ram lengths were prescribed for each
experiment: 20, 40, and 60 m. The 2-D shape was meshed at a 20 x 20 m resolution in
LS-DYNA (meshsize (m)) and extruded to a nominal thickness of 80 m (zlength (m)) at a
meshsize of 10 m by running PrePost non-interactively via the R script (Figure 3.2). The
80 m thickness parameter was utilized based on averages cited in the literature (Section
2.3) and the survey of PII-A-1-f completed in September 2018.
The resulting mesh K file was opened and a concave hull function (from the R package
concaveman V1.0; using the default concavity setting) was used to identify vertices along
the perimeter of the uppermost surface of the mesh. Mesh elements in the top layer were
deleted along the periphery of the ice island inward to correspond with the ram length
(equivalent to the polygon buffer distance) (Figure 3.3). All nodes that were not
referenced by the remaining elements were deleted from the mesh to guarantee a stable
solution (LS DYNA, 20117). This resulted in an ice island mesh with the top of the
synthesized ram occurring at its natural waterline (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Profile view of a sample ice island mesh. The freeboard is 10 m (f) and the
submerged sidewall/ram measures 70 m thick (tr). For an ice island of 80 m thickness, the
top of the ram floats at approximately the waterline (indicated by the blue line) given a
water density of ρw = 1024 kg/m3 and an ice density of ρi = 900 kg/m3.

Figure 3.3: The polygon to 3-D ice island mesh process. (a) shows the CI2D3 polygon
plotted on to a Cartesian grid and (b) shows the same polygon as a series of nodes with a
40 m buffer drawn around it. (c) shows the resultant 20 x 20 m mesh. The mesh is
extruded into 3-D (t= 80 m) (d) and nodes within the 20, 40, or 60 m buffer are removed
to create a symmetrical ram surrounding the ice island (e).
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3.4 Material properties, forces, and simulation settings
Several required FEA parameters were defined and organized within K files as ‘cards’
(model parameter sections within K files) so they could be interpreted by the FEA
software (LS-DYNA, 2007). A simple text file containing all of the model parameter
cards was pasted into each K file (Table 3.1). The segment set (the plane at the bottom
surface), height of the ice island waterline, and damping coefficient are variables unique
to each mesh and were derived independently for each ice island (see section 3.4.1 and
3.4.2). In addition to the dimensional parameters mentioned above, parameters describing
the material properties of ice (ρi, ρw, E, v, σ) and the simulation (termination time,
timestep, tssfac) were pasted into these cards either as constants or with functions written
in R that determined their values. Termination time (s) is the total length of the
simulation run, timestep is the interval at which the calculations are made, and tssfac is a
timestep scaling factor that further adjusts the time step according to the element mass.
Table 3.1: Parameters for the FEA ice island model
Parameter name
thickness (t )

Value
80

Units
m

ram thickness (t r )

70

m

meshsize
zlength
zelem

20
80
8

m

density of water (ρ w )

1024

m
unitless
kg/m3

density of ice (ρ i )

900

kg/m

Young's Modulus (E )
Poisson ratio (v)
flexural strength of ice (σ )

9 x 10

0.33
500
termination time
125
timestep
0.1
timestep scaling factor (tssfac) 0.6

2

Notes

Source

size of mesh in horizontal
thickness
no. of elements in vertical

3

9

Pa
unitless
kPa
s
s
unitless

elasticity of a material
Vaughan, 1995.
ratio of longitudinal strain to lateral strain
Voitkovskii, 1960.
stress threshold for material failure
Vaughan, 1995.
length of simulation run
solution timestep
mass scaling factor for solution calculations
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3.4.1 Segment set and height of the waterline
Gravity and hydrostatic pressure are predicted by the FEA model. The hydrostatic
pressure equation requires specification of a segment set (basal plane) to indicate the
surface of loading and the position of the waterline above the segment set (Sazidy et al.,
2019). Hydrostatic pressure (Pw) was calculated from equation 2.5.
Where g is the acceleration of gravity, and hz is the average height of the ice island above
the waterline. The segment set was assigned to each mesh using a custom function in R
that returned the coordinates of nodes at the lowest mesh elevation. The position of the
waterline above the bottom surface of the ice island was calculated based on ice volume,
converted to mass (weight) based on the respective densities in Table 3.1, and was listed
in the reference plane field (ref-z) of the hydrostatic curve card.
3.4.2 Damping coefficients
In oscillating physical systems, energy from resistive or frictional forces needs to be
removed for the model to achieve realistic, smoothed results (LS-DYNA, 2017). This is
referred to as "damping" (Figure 3.4) and is accomplished with a coefficient term (Ds;
unitless) whose value is related to the mass or volume of the object. Ds can be found by
taking the time of two successive stress peaks in a plot of element MPS (LS-DYNA,
2017):

𝐷𝑠 =

4𝜋
𝑇

(3.2)

where T is the difference in time between successive oscillation peaks of first principal
stress in an un-damped solution.
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An empirical model was derived to predict damping coefficients of the meshes to avoid
fitting this coefficient to all model permutations in this study (n = 153) by hand (M.
Sazidy, personal communication, April 22, 2019). Eight simplified rectangular meshes
with volume ranges corresponding to those from the CI2D3 database subset were created
and solved. Damping coefficients were plotted as a function of mesh volume, and a
logarithmic-linear model was fit to these points (R2 = 0.96, RMSE = 6.36) (Figure 3.5).
The model was used to predict the correct damping coefficient and an R script pasted this
value into the appropriate field of the damping card in the mesh K file.
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Figure 3.4: Manual determination of damping coefficients. Damping coefficients can be
found by selecting two successive peaks from the sinusoidal plot of un-damped MPS
history in LS PrePost (a) in order to provide a more realistic stress history (b). The time
on the X-axis of two successive peaks are recorded for use in the damping formula
(Equation 3.2).
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Figure 3.5: Equation to automatically determine damping coefficients (ŷ = 231 – 10.5x;
R2 = 0.96). A log-linear model was fit to the observation points and used to predict
damping coefficients in the CI2D3 model subset. The grey area indicates the 95%
confidence interval of the model.

3.5 Compiling solutions
The K files were run through LS-Solver. Solution output files (*.d3plot) were stored in
sub-directories sharing the name of the modelled ice island (instance) for analysis. Each
of these outputs were examined in the LS PrePost GUI later. Results from each model run
were reviewed in LS-DYNA PrePost. Animations of the MPS for each mesh were viewed
from different angles to observe patterns in stress distributions over time. The location
and magnitude of the peak stresses, and whether the stress failure threshold was reached
or not, were recorded in a spreadsheet along with general notes about the simulation
results.
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3.6 Sensitivity analysis
Resolution is typically optimized by selecting the coarsest resolution with minimal loss of
precision (called "convergence") (Patil and Jeyakarthikeyan, 2018; Reddy, 2006). Since
element resolution and aspect ratio are known to influence the accuracy of FEA results
(Patil and Jeyakarthikeyan, 2018) a sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate if the
model was robust to a variety of horizontal and vertical mesh element sizes.
A simple rectangular ice island (1040 x 480 x 80 m) with no ram was meshed at four
different resolutions and each was run through the FEA model. A custom function
identified the element which reached the maximum of MPS in each solution and
calculated the mean MPS for all elements located within a 60 m radius of that location.
The element stress histories of each of these ‘peak stress zones’ were aggregated into a
single table and summary statistics were recorded to determine the influence of mesh size
on modelled stress (Section 4.1).
3.7 Ram orientation analysis
CI2D3 was developed using satellite remote sensing imagery and the actual size and
shape of the ice island rams remain unknown (Crawford et al., 2018a). Given that there is
no available information on the ram size/shape, the ice island meshes described above
were developed based on the assumption that a ram of a consistent length circled the
entire perimeter of each ice island. This “uniform” ram was modelled in the first
experiment to assess the hypothesis that uniform, symmetrical rams could cause a calving
event that matched those inferred from the corresponding remote sensing imagery.
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The hypothesis that a ram restricted to only one side of the ice island ("localized rams") is
responsible for footloose mechanism type calving was addressed by synthesizing a ram
along the "calving edge" of each ice island. The calving edge is defined as the edge of the
ice island that is lost to the smaller daughter fragment following the calving event. The
calving edges of each ice island were identified by examining the calving plots of the
mother ice island and associated daughter fragment(s). The coordinates at opposite ends
of the calving edges were passed to a custom function that computed a line between ends,
and then deleted all elements associated with the ram (as described in Section 3.3) along
the perimeter not belonging to the calving edge (Figure 3.6). This resulted in a localized
ram adjoining only the calving edge (Figure 3.7). The distance that the ice island ram
measures along the ice island edge is referred to as the ram extent.
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Figure 3.6: Creation of a localized ram on ice island “20120911_115220_r2_1_IKY”.
The surface extent of the ice island instance is delineated with a black outline. The
original 40 m long uniform ram is represented by the points laying outside of the border.
The calving edge was isolated by computing a line (red line) between each extent of the
calving edge. Then, the elements outside the surface extent of the ice island were deleted,
leaving a localized ram along only the calving edge.

Figure 3.7: Example of an ice island mesh ("20110705_214859_r1_0_BSS_20") with a
ram length of 60 m localized to the calving edge (c). The inset at the top left shows the
CI2D3 mother polygon with a red line indicating the assumed calving edge (a) and the
daughter fragment that resulted from calving (b). Ram length and ram extent are
indicated with arrows.
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Each mesh was passed through LS-Solver and the simulation results were recorded in a
spreadsheet in the same manner described in Section 3.5. Total ice volume and the extent
of the ice island rams along with the percentage of total ice volume contained within the
ram were also recorded. These were calculated based on modelling parameter
assumptions, where t = 80 m, tr = 70 m, and rams of lengths 20, 40, and 60 m. The length
of the extents of the rams were estimated with the length and ram volume parameters.
3.8 Reduced localized ram extent analysis
To explore the potential role of ram extent in calving events, a subset of n = 5 random ice
islands were selected from the initial ice island modelling sample and given a ram of half
the extent of the original localized ram. This was accomplished by deleting half of the
elements associated with the ram with half of these deletions occurring on each end of the
localized ram, respectively. Only five ice islands were selected due to the laborious
nature of manually deleting elements. These models were solved and results were
recorded into a spreadsheet in the same manner described in Section 3.5 and Section 3.7.
3.9 Limitless flexural strength analysis
All ice island meshes with localized rams (including those with a shortened ram extent)
were modelled in LS-Solver with a limitless flexural strength by disabling the element
erosion method (Sazidy et al., 2019). A custom function was written in R to write the
maximum of MPS to a table along with the name, total ice volume, ram length, ram
volume, ram extent, and the percentage of total ice volume contained within the ram of
each ice island permutation.
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3.10 Empirical modelling
The data derived from the limitless flexural strength analysis (Section 3.9) were used to
statistically model relationships between ice island morphological traits and the MPS
magnitude. MPS, ice island volume, volume of the ram, ram extent, and the percentage of
total ice volume contained in the ram were examined for normality using histograms,
QQ-plots, symmetry (skewness) and the Shapiro-Wilk test. Variables that were not
normally distributed were transformed and then re-examined as above.
The relationship between MPS and each of the variables was assessed with a series of
plots, linear models, and correlation matrices. Five FEA model results were removed
from the dataset since they had MPS > 1.67 MPa, which is the upper limit for ice flexural
strength identified in the literature (Gagnon and Gammon, 1995).
To maximize the skill of the model, a Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) test was run on a
maximal multiple regression model (one that included all possible model variables except
third-order or higher level interaction terms). The VIF indicates the amount of
collinearity among the independent variables (Long et al., 2018). A VIF value = 1
indicates no collinearity and higher values indicate the proportion of variance caused by
collinearity. For example, a VIF = 1.9 indicates the variable has 90% more variance than
if it were not collinear with other independent variables. Variables with VIF values above
a robust threshold (VIF of 2) were removed from the model (Zuur et al., 2010).
A backwards stepwise Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) was performed from the
maximal model to assess variable significance with respect to MPS. Backwards stepwise
regression is used to produce a model that maximizes explanatory power while retaining
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the fewest possible parameters (most parsimonious) by removing variables that are not
statistically significant or cause an increase in the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) of
the model (Crawley, 2007). AIC penalizes superfluous parameters, and superior models
have a lower AIC score than inferior iterations (Crawley, 2007).
To estimate prediction ability, bootstrapping (B = 10 sub samples) was used to calculate
the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and the coefficient
of determination (R2) for each of the models in this study.
An Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was used to compare the variables used in the
MLR, with the ram length and total ice island variables converted to nominal data types.
An alternative ice island volume variable was created by grouping ice island surface
areas into a binomial nominal variable: low (< 4.5 km2) and high (> 4.5 km2). Ram length
was treated as a nominal variable with three levels (20, 40 and 60 m). All other variables
were left to as continuous covariates. The model was constructed and pruned in the same
manner as the MLR.
To closer examine the relationship between stress and each of the volume categories, a
bivariate linear regression was performed to predict stress as a function of volume in each
of the size categories (“low” and “high”).
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4.0 Results
4.1 Ice island nominal thickness estimation results
Mean thickness of the ice island transect survey conducted on PII-A-1-f on September 1,
2018 was 79 m. Figure 4.1 shows the transect route and a thickness cross-section of Line
5.

Figure 4.1: Transect results of ice island "PII-A-1-f". (a) shows the ~4.5 km long
transect route from an aerial perspective with Line 5 enclosed in the red box. (b) shows
the thickness profile of Line 5, with the mean, minimum, and maximum estimated
thickness values indicated by the dotted red lines.
The 23 ice islands selected for this study had a waterline length of 1.2 to 6 km and were
between 0.4 and 19.6 km² in surface area (Table 4.1). Figure 4.2 shows a map of their
distribution throughout the eastern Canadian Arctic and North Atlantic regions.
Following the typical eastern Canadian ice island drift trajectory, most ice islands were
located along the eastern Canadian coastline between Nares Strait (80° 53’N) and
Newfoundland (49°45’N) at the time of imaging. Seven ice islands (30%) were located in
Lancaster Sound to the east of Prince Regent Inlet. These were among the largest ice
islands in this study, with surface areas ranging from 9.9 km2 to 14.74 km2. All modelled
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ice islands calved from Petermann Glacier (Northwest Greenland) except for instances
"20121203_113042_r2_4_FRJ" and "20130907_112415_r2_7_CHG" which calved from
Ryder Glacier in Northwest Greenland. Figure 4.3 shows the selected ice island's
("mothers"), subsequent calved fragments ("daughters") and depicts their relative surface
area in a network graph. The mean number of calved fragments produced from this
subset was 2.4 with a maximum of 5 and a minimum of 2 fragments per mother. The
mean surface area of calved fragments (discounting the larger fragment) was 0.23 km2
with a minimum of 0.02 km2 and a maximum of 0.68 km2. These extents represent 1 to
9% (mean ~3.7%; Table 4.1) percent of the mother’s original surface area.
Table 4.1: Ice islands used for fracture modelling with their pre-fracture surface area,
perimeter, length, and the percentage of mother ice island surface area occupied by the
daughters.
Ice island

Area (km2 ) Perimeter (km) Length (km)

Daughter (%)

Region

20100805_160926_es_2_PYO

2.6

8.3

2.6

2.3

Nares Strait

20101106_113811_r2_12_LWI

1.8

6.6

2.4

2.2

Baffin Bay

20101107_224624_r2_5_WCZ

10.4

16.7

6.1

2.7; 1.6

Baffin Bay

20101114_224224_r2_29_ZVB

9.9

15.8

6.1

1.1

Lancaster Sound

20101203_115225_r2_4_PJJ

1.2

4.9

1.8

2.8; 2.1

Baffin Bay

20110315_211643_r1_0_QWZ

2.3

7.0

3.0

8.6; 5.9

Davis Strait

20110608_213440_r1_1_HFL

3.9

12.6

3.8

6.3

Labrador Sea

20110705_214859_r1_0_BSS

1.4

5.1

2.0

9.2

Labrador Sea

20110720_103342_r2_3_BCS

1.8

6.2

2.2

1.8

Baffin Bay

20110830_094940_r1_0_RGN

12.9

17.0

4.6

3.3; 5.3

Labrador Sea

20110910_124334_r1_0_FPS

14.7

19.6

7.0

4

Lancaster Sound

20110912_123748_r2_0_WXE

13.6

19.0

7.0

1.9

Lancaster Sound

20110923_121654_r2_0_IWV

12.6

17.6

6.6

3.2

Lancaster Sound

20110928_211932_r2_1_RFC

2

6.2

2.1

9

Labrador Sea

20111103_130828_r1_0_MUX

11.8

16.6

6.3

2.1

Lancaster Sound

20120826_125835_r2_0_XLL

11.5

14.9

5.7

3.4

Lancaster Sound

20120826_225427_r2_0_RPD

11

15.2

5.7

1.1

Lancaster Sound

20120906_123742_r2_0_VVV

10.8

14.8

5.7

1.6

Baffin Bay

20120911_115220_r2_1_IKY

0.4

2.9

1.2

5

Baffin Bay

20120930_123720_r2_0_IFE

13.2

15.4

5.7

2.2; 4.2

Baffin Bay

20121126_113605_r2_1_LJK

9.5

13.8

5.2

5

Baffin Bay

20121203_113042_r2_4_FRJ

4.9

9.8

3.8

2.8

Baffin Bay

20130907_112415_r2_7_CHG

4.7

9.4

3.1

4.4

Baffin Bay

Mean

7.4

12.0

4.3

3.7
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of the modelled ice islands. Surface area ranges are indicated by
the graduated symbology. Glaciated regions are in blue.
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Figure 4.3: Network graph of the modelled ice islands represented by nodes (circles) and
subsequently calved fragments (daughters) in matching colours. The ice island name is
indicated by the text at the centre of the node and relative fragment size corresponds to
node size. Some of the sketched ice islands are fragments of other modelled ice islands,
as can be observed by the groupings of different mothers (e.g. RPD-RGN, WCZ-ZVB).
4.2 Sensitivity analysis results
Descriptive statistics of MPS in the peak stress zones (all elements located within a 60 m
radius of the element that reaches the maximum of MPS) for each mesh resolution are
summarized in Table 4.2. The deviations in mean, maximum and minimum MPS
between element resolutions are also shown. Figure 4.4 shows a plot of the differences in
the maximum of MPS between each resolution and indicates an acceptable amount of
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deviation between the resolution that was selected for use in this study (~20 x 20 x 10)
and the finest modelled resolution of 10 x 10 x 10 (< 0.5% deviation between mean,
maximum, and minimum results). The RMSE of the element which reached the
maximum of MPS at a 20 x 20 x 10 resolution when compared to the finest resolution (10
x 10 x 10) was 284 Pa (stress range: 0.0 -147 kPa).
Table 4.2: Sensitivity analysis results. Descriptive statistics of MPS from the sensitivity
analysis solutions at different element resolutions (kPa) (left) and deviations of the mean,
maximum, and minimum principal stress of each resolution when compared to those of
the finest resolution of elements (right).
Maximum Principal Stress (kPa)
Mesh (m)

Mean

St. Dev. Max

Deviations from 10 m elements
Min

Δ Mean Δ Max.

Δ Min.

10x10x10 13.1 ± 0.1 20.9

147.3

-211

0.0

0.0

0.0

20x20x10 13 ± 0.1

20.8

147.2

-211

-0.5

-0.1

0.3

20x20x20 13.6 ± 0.2 20.5

126.6

-188

3.8

-14.1

-10.8

40x40x40 15.1 ± 0.5 20.2

69.2

-119

15.6

-53.1

-43.7
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Figure 4.4: Time step history of the element which reaches the maximum of MPS at each
state plotted for 4 different mesh resolutions. Precision of the model mesh resolution (20
x 20 x10 m) follows the finest resolution (10 x 10x 10 m) so well that they cannot be
distinguished.
4.3 Uniform ram results
Ice islands with a uniform ram produced unrealistic stress distributions when compared to
the corresponding post-calving remote sensing imagery in CI2D3 (calving plots). MPS in
the model runs concentrated towards the centre of the bottom ice surface, and not towards
the edges where calving actually took place. In cases where ice islands were particularly
long, MPS peaked at opposite ends of the ice island in the beginning and coalesced at the
centre later in the simulation (Figure 4.5; b). Multiple fractures formed in these peak
stress regions and radiated outwards. This resulted in many lengthy fractures, however
two fully independent fragments were never created (see for example Appendix A).
Seven of the 23 ice islands (30%) with a 20 m long uniform ram reached stresses that
exceeded the flexural strength of ice chosen for this study (500 kPa). Maximum of MPS
of modelled ice islands that did not fracture ranged from 407-487 kPa with a mean of 454
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kPa. Four of the ice islands that reached failure were among the largest in the subset with
surface areas ranging from 9.47 km2 to 14.74 km2. All modelled ice islands with a
uniform ram of 40 and 60 m exceeded the flexural strength of ice.
4.4 Localized ram results
Ice islands modelled with localized rams developed fractures that generally matched
break up patterns from the calving plots (e.g. Figure 4.5; c).

Figure 4.5: Comparison between a calving plot and FEA simulation results of ice island
“20101106_113811_r2_12_LWI_40”. (a) shows a calving plot with a mother ice island
and its associated daughter fragments following the calving event. (b) shows the results
of an FEA simulation with a 40 m long uniform ram and (c) shows the results of a
simulation with a 40 m long localized ram. Note that b and c are images of the bottom
surface. The portion of the ice island assumed to calve is indicated by the red dashed
lines. The distribution of high stresses from (c) were inferred to agree with the calving
results of (a).
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Of the modelled ice islands with localized rams, eight of the 23 ice islands (35%) with a
20 m long ram exceeded the flexural strength of ice in the model. For ice islands that did
not fracture, the mean maximum MPS was 386 kPa, with a minimum maximum MPS of
283 kPa and a maximum maximum MPS of 494 kPa. All ice islands with 40 and 60 m
long rams exceeded the flexural strength threshold of ice used in this study.
Although the location of initial peak stresses tended to match the calving locations
assumed from the CI2D3 database, the fractures did not penetrate the uppermost layer of
elements in the mesh (Figure 4.6). This prevented a smaller fragment from detaching
from the larger fragment. Since neither piece was in a separate state of hydrostatic
equilibrium (via elimination of the ram), stresses continued to build and radiate towards
the rest of the ice island and cause additional unrealistic fractures to propagate. In spite of
this model artifact, it was assumed that the model produced a realistic calving event 1) if
the initial fracture penetrated most of the ice island thickness, and 2) that fracture length
and orientation matched the calving edge from the calving plot (see for example
Appendix B).
The length of the fractures produced by localized rams roughly matched the length of the
ram extent of the ice island. In the few cases where the ice island calving edge was
irregularly shaped, cracks would not follow this direction.
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Figure 4.6: Ice island simulation showing failure for the topmost element layer to erode
after the propagation of a fracture (red box).
4.5 Reduced localized ram extent results
The ice island volumes, ram volumes, and percentage of total volume occupied by the
rams when outfitted with a localized ram (of half of its original extent) are shown in
Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Volume and lengths of ice island and meshes with ram extents of half the
original localized extent, with ram volume as a percentage of total volume.
Ice island

Ram
3

3

Inst

Volume (m )

Volume (m )

Length (m)

Extent (m)

% of total

Outcome

LWI

1.47E+08

6.69E+05

20

478

0.5

no calving

LWI

1.48E+08

1.33E+06

40

475

0.9

no calving

LWI

1.49E+08

1.76E+06

60

419

1.2

calving

PJJ

9.52E+07

4.49E+05

20

321

0.5

no calving

PJJ

9.59E+07

9.29E+05

40

332

1

calving

PJJ

9.71E+07

1.52E+06

60

361

1.6

calving

BSS

1.10E+08

7.05E+05

20

504

0.6

no calving

BSS

1.12E+08

1.57E+06

40

559

1.4

calving

BSS

1.13E+08

2.36E+06

60

561

2.1

calving

IKY

3.00E+07

3.17E+05

20

27

1.1

no calving

IKY

3.05E+07

6.17E+05

40

220

2

no calving

IKY

3.12E+07

9.76E+05

60

232

3.1

no calving

LJK

7.61E+08

3.09E+06

20

2210

0.4

calving

LJK

7.65E+08

6.18E+06

40

2210

0.8

calving

LJK

7.68E+08

9.22E+06

60

2200

1.2

calving

Mean

2.30E+08

2.11E+06

741

1.2

Only one ice island with a 20 m ram of half its original extent reached the flexural
strength threshold of ice. Mean maximum MPS was 274 kPa, with a range from 205 kPa
to 407 kPa.
For ice islands with a 40 m long ram, two did not exceed the failure threshold of ice used
in this study. Mean maximum MPS of these two modelled ice islands was 387 kPa (357
kPa and 417 kPa). Only one ice island with a 60 m long ram did not exceed the failure
threshold (maximum MPS = 489 kPa).
The localized reduced extent rams induced fractures that matched the location of
fractures indicated by the calving plots (see for example Appendix C), but with
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comparatively longer ram lengths than those described in Section 4.3. Table 4.4 shows
an example of those differences for ram lengths of 20 m.
Table 4.4: Results of the maximum MPS of the five ice islands with a localized ram
length of 20 m when its extent was shortened by half the original extent. Note that for
“LJK”, the values come from the Limitless Flexural Strength analysis (Section 3.9), since
its stresses exceeded the flexural strength limit used in this study.
Inst

100% Extent (kPa) 50% Extent (kPa) Deviations (%)

LWI

347

205

-41

PJJ

547

417

-24

BSS

346

261

-25

IKY

283

215

-24

LJK

953

927

-3

Mean

495

411

23

4.6 Limitless flexural strength results
The total potential for MPS of ice islands with a localized ram and limitless flexural
strength are shown in Figure 4.7. Mean maximum MPSs were 519, 902, and 1280 kPa
for 20, 40, and 60 m long rams, respectively, indicating that stress increases roughly by
60-70% per 20 m extension of the ram in the length direction.
It was noted that one ice island with a particularly irregularly-shaped edge adjoined by a
ram ("PYO") induced very large stresses (> 2 MPa with a ram length of 20 m).
Statistics of ice island dimensions, ram dimensions and total stress magnitude were taken
from the ice islands from this experiment for statistical modelling: mean total ice volume,
ram volume, and proportion of total volume occupied by the ram was 5.96 x 108 m3 (95%
CI: ± 9.6 x 107 m3), 6.066 x 106 m3 (95% CI: ± 1.06 x 106 m3), and 0.02 % (95 % CI: ±
0.003), respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Various plots of MPS from the Limitless Flexural Strength analysis as a
function of different ice island attributes (ram length (a), surface area (b), ram extent (c),
and ram volume (d)). (b) indicates that there were no floating ice islands between 4.5 and
8.5 km2 that calved in the field (as observed in CI2D3).
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4.7 Empirical model results
All morphological variables were positively skewed (0.2-1.83) and total ice volume was
bimodal (Table 4.5; Figure 4.8). Transformed variables, such as the square root of
maximum stress (W: 0.97, p: 0.06), the logarithm of the percent of volume in the ram (W:
0.99, p: 0.93), the cube root of ram volume (W: 0.98, p: 0.38) and ram extent (W: 0.97, p:
0.04) were transformed to an acceptable degree of normality. Total ice volume (W: 0.87,
p: 1.071 x 106) was used in the MLR, although it was not normally distributed.
Table 4.5: Skewness before and after transformation of ice island variables
Variable

Skew before Skew after Transformation

Stress

0.92

0.23

square root

Total volume

0.2

-0.04

square root

Ram volume

1.32

0.28

cube root

Ram width

0.78

-0.01

cube root

0.03

logarithm

Ram % of volume 1.86

Figure 4.8: A scatterplot matrix of the transformed variables indicating moderate
relationships between MPS and each of ram length and ram volume (a). The histogram
shows the bimodal distribution of the raw volume data (b).
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The VIF test indicated ram volume and the percentage of total ice volume contained
within the ram were excessively multicollinear and were eliminated from the model. The
pruned multiple regression model used to predict MPS indicated ram length (p < 0.001),
the ram extent (p < 0.01), and the interaction term between ram percent and ram length (p
< 0.05) were statistically significant variables. Model validation metrics extracted from
the k-folds bootstrapped model were considered acceptable (R2 = 0.54, RMSE = 20 kPa,
MAE = 14 kPa). The original model had an R2 = 0.60, which indicates a shrinkage of
0.065. The model coefficients, their 95% confidence interval, standard error, p-values and
the percentage of total variation explained by the variable are shown in Table 4.5.
Interaction terms between ram length and volume, ram extent and ram volume, and ram
length and the percent of total ice volume within the ram were also statistically
significant (p = 0.004, p = 0.0003, p = 0.02, respectively). The adjusted R2 of the model
was 0.6.
Table 4.6: Summary table of the multiple regression model and the percent of total
variation explained by the model.
Predictors

Estimated CI

(intercept)

237.57

86.67 - 388.46 75.73

0.002

Ram length

11.15

8.65 - 13.66

1.26

<0.001
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Ram extent

18.52

7.58 - 29.47

5.49

0.001

9

ram length:ram % -1.49

-2.80 - 0.18

0.66

0.027

3

St. error

p

% of variance

From the results of the MLR, the magnitude of MPS can be modelled as:
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = √11.15𝑟𝑙 + 18.52 3√𝑟𝑒 − 1.49 log(𝑟𝑝 ) 𝑟𝑙

(4.1)

where σmax is MPS, rl is the length of the ram, re is the ram extent, and rp is the percent of
total volume contained within the ram.
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The ram length and ram extent were statistically significant variables in the ANCOVA
model (Table 4.7; Table 4.8). The interaction between total ice volume and ram extent
(p = 0.09) and the percentage of total volume contained within the ram (p = 0.106) were
not statistically significant at the 0.05 alpha threshold, but were included in the model
since their removal significantly decreased model performance according to AIC and
ANOVA tests.
The relative importance of the interaction term between total ice volume and ram extent
may have been masked in the MLR due to the bimodal distribution total ice volume the
change of slope between "low" and "high" categories. The bivariate regression model that
predicts stress as a function of ice volume determined ice islands with low total ice
volume to have a statistically significant positive relationship with stress (p = 0.02, R2 =
0.12), but not with ice islands of high total ice volume (p = 0.48, R2 = 0.02) (Figure 4.9).
Table 4.7: ANCOVA summary table. Ram length and ram extent were statistically
significant, similar to the MLR model. The interaction between the ram extent and the
volume and the percent of total volume contained within the ram were statistically
significant in the ANCOVA, but not in the MLR model. The sum of squares (“Sum of
sq.”), mean square error (“Mean sq.”), F-statistic (“F. value”), p-value (“PR(>5)”), and
the percentage of total stress variance explained by the independent variable (“% of
Variance”) are also shown, respectively. The bold indicates statistical significance at the
< 0.001 alpha level.
Predictors

Df

Sum of sq. Mean sq.

F. value

Pr (>5)

% of Variance

Ram length

2

1837935

918967

46.797

< 0.001

49.93

Ram extent

1

316934

316934

16.14

< 0.001

8.61

ram_extent:vol_fac

1

59778

59778

3.044

0.085297 1.62

Ram percent

1

52539

52539

2.676

0.106267 1.43

Residuals

72

1413873

19637
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Table 4.8: Linear model summary table for the ANCOVA model coefficients. The
coefficients for 20 m long rams and low volumes are not shown because they are
multiplied by the intercept coefficient. The estimated coefficients (“Estimated”), standard
error (“St. error”), and p-values (“Pr(>5)”) are shown, respectively.
Predictors

Estimated St. error

Pr (>5)

(intercept)

305.547

99.998

0.00315

ram_length40

301.305

46.885

< 0.001

ram_length60

480.651

59.617

< 0.001

ram_extent

32.797

9.59

0.00103

ram_percent

-96.256

40.282

0.01949

4.987

0.0853

ram_extent:volfachigh -8.702

Figure 4.9: The maximum of MPS of each ice island with a regression line plotted
through each separate nominal category of total ice volume (low and high total volume).
Ice islands with low total ice volume have a statistically significant positive effect on
MPS, but there is no statistically significant relationship in ice islands with high total ice
volume.
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5.0 Discussion
This study aimed to back analyze real ice island calving events by synthesizing rams of
various dimensions to real ice island shapes. Exact dimensions of rams of the ice islands
in this study remain unknown. In order to model the footloose mechanism in this sample
of ice islands, assumptions of ram shapes and sizes were made. By doing this, the
likelihood of different ram characteristics was assessed, which provides some framework
for future fracture modelling until more field data of ram morphology becomes available.
In spite of the paucity of quantitative ram data, the effect that ram buoyancy has on stress
in icebergs has been modelled since the 1980s (Section 2.6). However, the Sazidy et al.
(2019) model is the latest and most comprehensive iteration of these models to date and
was therefore chosen for the analyses in this study. The fact that it can predict stresses in
3-D meant that previously unexplored elements of the footloose mechanism could be
analyzed for the first time, such as stress distributions throughout real ice island shapes,
and the effect that ram extent has on stress magnitude. Below, the significance of these
analyses and more are summarized and assessed.
5.1 Ram morphology
5.1.1 Symmetrical rams
Ice islands modelled with symmetrical rams developed stress at the centre of the bottom
surfaces. These results were broadly consistent with Diemand et al. (1987) (Section 2.6),
which assumes the location of maximum stress is the midpoint between the iceberg
edges. In this study, multiple cracks propagated at the central part of the bottom surfaces
of this ice islands. However, the fractures did not cross the length of the ice island, and
therefore could not be assumed to result in the creation of two independent ice island
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fragments. Instead, fractures radiated outwards from the centre in multiple, irregular
directions (often resembling a spider web-like pattern) (Figure 5.1). The failure of these
simulated fractures to resemble the inferred fracture patterns on the ice islands suggest
that uniform rams are an unlikely cause of the calving events observed in this study.

Figure 5.1: Fracture patterns on the bottom surface of ice island
"20101203_115225_r2_4_PJJ" given a uniform ram of 40 m in length 27 s into the FEA
results simulation. The resultant stress patterns were unrealistic and caused many
irregularly oriented fractures to propagate throughout the ice island. Elements in green
indicate low tensile stress, while red elements indicate higher stress.
Some possible explanations for the disparity between these results and the Diemand et al.
(1987) model is that the former was designed for icebergs, which have a different
(smaller) length to height ratio from that of ice islands and the greater surface areas of ice
islands may prevent high stresses from reaching opposite ice island edges. The Diemand
et al. (1987) model is also limited to a 2-D transect, and ignores the effect that a ram may
have when attached to all sides of a 3-D ice island or iceberg, as opposed to flanking only
opposite sides of a 2-D iceberg.
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Further, the mean percentage of the calved ice island fragments (excluding the resultant
larger mother) is 3.74% (Table 4.1), which indicates that the mechanism that caused
these calving events tend to only remove a relatively small amount of mass from the ice
island.
There is some evidence from the literature that perfectly uniform rams are unlikely to
occur naturally. Stern et al. (2017) found that deterioration does not occur uniformly
around ice islands due to different water column properties on opposite sides of grounded
icebergs. Prior grounding events or other situations that may have led to an asymmetrical
ram (prevailing wind and wave patterns local to the geographic positions of the ice
islands) in the ice islands studied in this thesis may have led to differential erosion rates,
but this information is not included in the CI2D3 database and is outside the scope of this
study.
5.1.2 Localized rams
The localized ram experiment caused stresses to concentrate in locations that better
matched the calving edge obtained from the CI2D3 database (calving plots). The location
where failure first occurred was generally reasonable: fractures propagated along the
bottom surface of the ice island where detachment occurred and extended in the upwards
direction, with only the topmost layer of elements failing to erode from the mesh. This
lack of complete separation, taken to be a model artifact, is discussed in further detail in
Section 5.5.
The fact that the model accurately reproduces realistic calving events implies that the
synthesized ram dimensions and location may have been similar to those of the actual
ram of these ice islands. This suggests that ice islands in this study most likely had rams
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localized to the edges adjoining the calving (Objective 3). In contrast, uniform rams were
not likely to have caused the patterns of calving in this subset.
5.1.3 Effect of a reduced ram extent
The reduced localized ram extents (distance perpendicular to the ice edge) caused stresses
of a lower magnitude in the ice islands, while at the same time retaining a realistic peak
stress zone. Findings from Wagner et al. (2014) state that for ice islands of thickness t =
80 m, failure occurs when the ram length exceeds ~ 60-80 m (Figure 5.2). Results from
the localized ram experiment described in Section 4.4 show that an ice island with a ram
extent approximately equal to that of the length of the calved fragment failed when ram
lengths were between 20-40 m. However, when the ram extent was reduced by half
(Section 4.5), longer ram lengths were required to exceed the flexural strength threshold
(40-60 m, versus 20-40 m) (Table 4.3) , although not to the ram lengths reported by
Wagner et al. (2014) (~80 m at t = 80 m). It is suspected that if the modelled ice island
rams were reduced even further in extent, calving may occur in the FEA with ram lengths
of 60-70 m. These results are supported by the MLR, which indicate that the ram extent is
a statistically significant variable with the second strongest effect on stress magnitude
(further described in Section 5.4). Ram extent is therefore an important factor in
determining total stress magnitude and should be considered in further models given that
simulations show a shorter ram length may be sufficient to induce calving if the ram
extent is increased correspondingly.
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Figure 5.2: Regime of ice island thickness (h, x-axis) and ram length (l, y-axis) and
whether or not a calving occurs (breaking/no breaking). The red lines indicate
observational data of ram lengths from field data with error bars. The white lines indicate
the thickness and ram lengths analyzed in this study: (a) 35% of ice islands with 20 m
long localized rams fractured, and 100% of ice islands fractured with localized rams of
40 and 60 m (b & c). When considering the ice islands with localized rams of reduced
extent, these figures are 32%, 93%, and 96%, respectively. It was found that calving
occurred at much shorter ram lengths in the FEA (approximately equal to the length of
the calved fragment), possibly due to the extent dimension that is not incorporated in
previous models. Figure adapted from Wagner et al. (2014). The
5.2 Variations in flexural strength
Flexural strength of ice is reported to be highly variable from empirical studies (0.73 –
1.63 MPa) (Gagnon and Gammon, 1995). Ice samples selected for strength testing are
generally free of fractures and impurities which otherwise lower the flexural strength
considerably (Wagner et al. 2014). The physical size of ice samples collected for strength
testing are also limited, and thus the scale effect of stress throughout fragments as large
as ice islands are not well understood. The 500 kPa flexural strength threshold for this
study was based on support from previous calving studies in the literature (Robe, 1980;
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Vaughan, 1995), but this stress threshold was later removed to test the magnitude of
MPS. For example, many modelled ice islands reached failure with rams that were as
little as 20 m in length, but for some modelled ice islands to remain intact with ram
lengths of 60 m (a possibility in the Wagner et al. (2014) model), the flexural strength
would need to be increased to 700 kPa. This is a plausible limit based on empirical
studies (Gagnon and Gammon, 1995).
5.3 Ice rheology
Ice was treated as a purely elastic material with a clearly defined flexural strength (500
kPa). The plastic nature of ice under high pressures was ignored since the ice thickness
used in this study (80 m) was unlikely to cause significant deformation. Wagner et al.
(2014) and Diemand et al. (1987) reported valid solutions with ice treated as an elastic
material.
5.4 Statistical model parameters
Ram length was the single most important determinant of stress magnitude in the
modelled ice island, accounting for 48% of the total variation of stress (Table 4.6).
However, only three ram lengths were used in this study and intermediate-sized ram
lengths (e.g. 10 and 30 m) should be explored to increase the prediction accuracy of the
relationship between ram length and stress.
Ram extent was a statistically significant variable with a moderate effect on stress
magnitude (9% of total variation in stress), which suggests that 3-D models of the
footloose mechanism offer a justifiable benefit in model validity. Previous work by
Wagner et al. (2014) and Diemand et al.(1987) have not explored ram extent in their
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analytical models, and state that failures tend to occur with comparably longer ram
lengths.
Total ice volume of drifting ice islands in this study was bimodal. The variable was
transformed into a nominal variable of two levels (low and high total volume) which
indicated that ice islands with low total ice volumes had a statistically significant and
moderately positive effect on stress magnitude while high total ice volume had no
statistically significant effect on stress. The change in slope between volume subsets
(Figure 4.9) may be one reason that total volume (combined) was not detected as having
a significant effect in the MLR, but was detected as an interaction in the ANCOVA
mode.
However, the influence of volume may be suggested in the MLR from the statistical
significance of the interaction between the percent of total ice volume contained in the
ram and the ram length (3% of total stress variation); ice islands with higher ram volume
to total ice volume ratios tend to tilt out of the water somewhat, which reduces the
buildup of stress in the ice, whereas ice islands with lower ram volumes to total ice
volumes will not tilt as much and therefore endure greater stress through bending (Figure
5.3). This is supported by the negative coefficient of the interaction term (Table 4.6).
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of an ice island torqueing (a) versus tilting (b). If the ice island
has a comparatively smaller proportion of its total volume in the ram (a), the buoyant
forces will cause bending/torqueing (1) that deflects the calving edge upwards (2). If the
resultant stress is great enough, a fracture will occur at the location of maximum stress
(3). However, when the total ice island volume is low compared to that of volume of the
ram, the buoyant forces may instead cause the ice island to tilt out of the water, thereby
avoiding stress buildup (4).
Further support for this effect is shown in the ANCOVA model, which preserved an
interaction term between the ram extent and the total volume of ice with a negative
coefficient. The percent of the total ice island volume contained in the ram was also
statistically significant in the ANCOVA with a negative coefficient, which suggests
diminishing increases in stress magnitude as the ram volume relative to total ice volume
increases. Overall, the bootstrapped multiple regression model had a moderate
performance (R2 = 0.54), which suggests that large-scale fracture prediction is possible
with these parameterizations.
5.5 Model limitations
This study revealed that the fractures simulated in the FEA model of ice islands with
localized rams were often in good agreement with the location of fractures from the
calving plots. However, the simulated fractures would not penetrate the topmost element
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layer which prevented a complete separation of fragments, which also prevented these
fragments from reaching a new state of hydrostatic equilibrium. The reason why this
model artifact occurs is unclear at this time. However, it is likely a problem inherent to
the element erosion method, which is an imperfect approach to simulating the behaviour
of fractures through materials that are assumed to be homogenous (Unosson, 2005). The
element erosion method in this model was used primarily as a means to easily identify the
location where the failure threshold was first exceeded to determine if this simulated
fracture zone was realistic. In order for the fragments to become separate, the flexural
strength of the topmost layer of elements could be lowered, or alternate methods of
simulating crack propagation could be explored. Lowering the flexural strength of the
topmost element, for example, could be justified since the surfaces of ice islands tend to
have fissures and melt ponds during the summer months, and are thus mechanically
weaker than lower strata of ice (Wagner et al., 2014).
Central Processing Unit (CPU) processing times were a substantial limitation of this
study. The 153 mesh permutations in this thesis took approximately four weeks of total
processing time to complete. For example, ice islands with a surface area > 9.5 km2 took
as much as 3 hours to be created using the automated ice island meshing program due to
the hundreds of thousands of nodes and elements generated during the process.
Solution times ranged from a matter of minutes to hours, depending on the total volume
of the mesh. Processing was lengthiest for the limitless flexural strength analysis since
simulations were required to capture the maximum MPS (plateau) across the simulation
(range 150 – 240 s) so that it could be used to produce the empirical models (MLR and
ANCOVA; Section 3.10). However, the use of high performance computers or a
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workflow that can exploit multiple cores would reduce both meshing and computing
times.
Processing times also constrained the possible ram length and waterline height of the
meshes. It was concluded that a mesh resolution of 20 x 20 x10 m elements was the most
ideal compromise between processing times and ram dimensions for the machine in use,
but this limited ram lengths to increments of 20 m. Reducing the element resolution to 10
x 10 x10 m elements (e.g. in order to simulate ram lengths of 10, 30, and 50 m) would
result in unreasonably large computation times. A thickness of 80 m worked well with a
mesh resolution of 20 x 20 x 10 m and allowed for the top of the ram to be located
approximately at the waterline, which made the simulations realistic. This nominal
thickness was also supported by the literature (Orheim, 1980) and in situ thickness
estimates of a Petermann Ice Island (Section 3.1). Due to limited CPU power and mesh
resolution and time constraints, further variations in thickness were considered outside
the scope of this study.
Finally, it was not possible at the time of study to generate tabular results for MPS of
elements across states (timesteps) with LS-DYNA. Future modelling endeavors with this
software can be greatly expedited if this feature were included. Alternatively, other
software that include this ability could be used for similar studies.
5.6 Future work
This study identified some of the characteristics and measurements of rams that can
induce the calving of an ice island. However, due to the paucity of real ram data in the
present time, more work should be done to build on these findings and produce more
comprehensive models. Observation of ice islands from multi-beam, helicopter, or even
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high-resolution optical imagery should be prioritized to corroborate all results in this
study. Quantitative data of ice island ram dimensions are currently rare, and in the
absence of these it is difficult to validate results from any footloose mechanism model.
These measurements can also better guide knowledge gaps to address in new studies.
Thickness was an important variable of calving events in the Wagner et al. (2014) model,
but it was not explored in this study due to time and processing constraints. Variations in
thickness should be a central focus of future models to provide a more comprehensive
overview of its effect on stress. This is especially important for modelling calving events
of Antarctic ice islands, which can be over three to four times the thickness of Arctic
ones.
This thesis also explored some of the effects of manipulating the ram extent (e.g. the
reduced localized ram extent analysis), but these were limited in both scope and sample
size. Future studies should examine how the variability of ram extent influences stress
magnitude. For example, how calved fragments are affected by ram extents that are
double the length of the calving edge, and if there is a minimum ram extent that can still
produce a calving event.
It was noted during the limitless flexural strength experiment that rams adjoining a highly
irregularly shaped ice island edge (“20100805_160926_es_2_PYO”) seemed to cause
particularly high stresses and required more time for these stresses to plateau than other
ice islands of a similar size (Figure 5.4). Though ice islands are generally characterized
by relatively tabular shapes, highly irregular edges do sometimes occur naturally and the
effect they have on calving should be explored further to confirm this.
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Finally, the ice island observations in this study were made within weeks of calving
events, and their morphologies at the time of modelling were presumed to play an
important role in calving. Future studies should examine the effect rams have on prior
morphologies of ice islands leading up to a calving. The absence of calving events in
these "younger" versions of ice islands could help identify ice island morphologies that
are conducive to break up.

Figure 5.4: Polygons of ice island instances "20101106_113811_r2_12_LWI" and
"20100805_160926_es_2_PYO” shaded according to their predicted absolute MPS when
outfitted with a ram length of 20 m. The black squares (a & b) indicate the regions where
rams were localized. "LWI" had a particularly rectangular edge and retained a low
maximum MPS while "PYO" had among the most irregular calving edge and a predicted
maximum MPS in excess of 1,000,000 kPa.
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6.0 Conclusion
In situ studies of ice islands are exceedingly difficult to manage logistically due to the
expense, remoteness and planning that it takes to visit them. There are dangers inherent in
working on or near ice islands since their breakup is unpredictable, making it challenging
to observe this ephemeral process as it unfolds. The release of the CI2D3 database now
makes it easier to analyze the drift and areal deterioration of many individual ice islands
across a fine temporal and spatial scale (Crawford et al. 2018) and use some of the
calving event aftermaths it captured for modelling. This thesis determined the shape and
dimensions of hypothetical rams that could simulate some of these calving events. Since
the underwater dimensions of these ice islands were unknown, determination of accurate
ram sizes was done in a step-wise manner by examining the effect that various ram
shapes (uniform or localized), lengths, and extents had on stress distribution and
magnitude.
The first objective (Objective 1) of this thesis was to examine the characteristics of ice
islands in the field. This information was helpful to parameterize the FEA model that
was run on ice islands selected from the CI2D3 database to meet the remaining objectives
of this thesis. FEA was used to investigate break-up in the case of rams of a consistent
length uniformly surrounding the perimeter of each ice island (Objective 2). The next
experiment, which met Objective 3, was to model break-up caused by rams isolated to
only edges that broke away during observed calving events (the calving edge). In
conducting model runs for Objective 3, along with supplementary runs with a reduced
ram extent, the length and extent of rams that caused calving were noted, thereby meeting
the objective to determine what ram size is required to produce a calving event
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(Objective 4). Finally, the flexural strength threshold of ice was removed from the model
in order to determine the total stress magnitude of each of the ice island simulations.
These values were used to build a predictive model so that peak stresses could be
predicted based on ram and ice island dimensions (Objective 5).
The main conclusions that follow from these five objectives are:
1. From 1080 radar traces over a ~ 4.5 km transect on one ice island (PII-A-1-f) along
with a literature review of 3 papers (Forrest et al., 2012; Halliday et al., 2012;
Rignot and Steffen, 2008), a thickness of 80 m was determined to be representative
of ice islands within the study area. This information was used to parameterize the
FEA model employed in the remainder of the study;
2. Rams are unlikely to surround the perimeter of ice islands uniformly. This type of
ram configuration causes many unpredictable fractures that do not match the
aftermath of the calving events shown in the images of the 23 selected ice islands;
3. For the 23 ice islands used in this study the rams most likely adjoin certain corners
or edges of ice islands since, in the FEA simulations, this fringe demarcated,
approximately, the outer extent of the future calved fragment;
4. The length of the ram needed to induce calving is highly dependent on the flexural
strength of ice, but 93% and 96% of all the simulated ice islands (full and shortened
ram extents) calved with ram lengths of 40 and 60 m, respectively;
5. Empirical relationships between ice island dimensions, ram dimensions, and stress
magnitude exist such that stress can be predicted. The length of the ram is the most
important factor in driving a footloose-style calving event, while the extent and the
ratio of ram volume to total ice island volume play ancillary roles.
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It was found that the calving events simulated in this thesis occurred with ram lengths
shorter than those cited in previous footloose calving models. For example, Wagner et al.
(2014) found that for an ice island of 80 m in thickness, a ram length of approximately
60–70 m is needed to induce calving. However, in the FEA, nearly all ice islands (96%)
reached calving events with ram lengths <60 m, and many of these failed with lengths as
little as 20 m. Since both studies adopted the same flexural strength threshold, this is
thought to be attributed to the fact that Wagner et al. (2014) used a 2-D model, which
ignores the stresses that are associated with ice island planar shape and ram extent. This
study determined the extent of the ram to be an important ancillary factor in ice island
calving, which likely reduces the length needed to cause calving when it is accounted for
in a model. If footloose-type calving can occur at shorter ram lengths than assumed up to
now (e.g. Wagner et al., 2014), this implies that this process is likely more common and
therefore more important for ice island/iceberg deterioration than previously understood.
However, few in situ measurements of rams exist to confirm this. At the present time, the
only known ram length ever recorded in the literature was one of ~19 m on ice island
"PII-B-1" in July 2012 days before it calved (Wagner et al., 2014). The fact that the ram
attached to PII-B-1 was less than the maximum ram lengths determined in this study (~60
m), but still within a range that could possibly simulate calving (~20 m) supports that
calving is possible at ram lengths shorter than previously thought.
Analyses of large-scale deterioration or calving events is still quite limited (Diemand et
al., 1987; Scambos et al., 2005; Wagner et al., 2014; Sazidy et al., 2019). Despite the
exploratory nature of this study, it has identified some of the factors that promote calving
events when ice islands are adjoined by a ram below the water surface, and has provided
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a foundation for further investigation into these factors Further research steps that were
considered in Chapter 4 are prioritized in the following. Addressing these knowledge
gaps will help to provide more comprehensive and robust models for understanding the
processes associated with ice island calving.
1. Future studies should be conducted with known in situ data of ram dimensions.
This would help corroborate the findings discussed in this study. For example,
that uniform rams are unlikely to exist in nature, or that ram lengths seldom
exceed 60 m before calving occurs;
2. Variations in thickness should be explored in future 3-D models. Wagner et al.
(2014) indicated that thickness plays a role in stress magnitude, so further
examination will provide insight into the calving of ice islands with thicknesses
observed in both the Arctic and the Antarctic (i.e., from 40 to 400 m in thickness
(Halliday et al., 2012; Kristensen, 1983);
3. The effect of ram extent on stress should be evaluated further. This thesis showed
that ram extent had an effect on stress magnitude and distribution, but further
effort should be made to vary the extent of rams in future modelling studies to
fully elucidate how this variable influences calving;
4. Ice island shape should be investigated as a factor in footloose-style calving
events. Rams simulated along an irregularly-shaped ice island edge in this subset
induced particularly high stresses and this should be confirmed by modelling
more ice islands with such shapes adjoined by a ram;
5. This thesis confirms it is possible to reproduce footloose-style calving events with
FEA; however, to ensure the model works well, it should also correctly predict
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that ice islands will not calve if they did not actually do so in the field. Further
modelling of the progression from this stable state to the one that ultimately
calved will lead to a better understanding of the role of edge-wasting and
simulated ram development as ice islands evolve over time.
As sea ice extent in the Arctic Ocean reduces due to climate warming, it is expected that
an increase in ship traffic and offshore oil operations will result, underscoring the need to
better constrain the risk that ice hazards, such as ice islands pose. Understanding the
processes by which ice islands calve is an important addition to iceberg deterioration
research, which can inform the management of marine hazards. Since drift trajectory
models must incorporate deterioration rates to determine iceberg/ice island waterline
length and mass, this understanding, via a robust deterioration model, can also be used to
enhance the drift models which are in operational use. Such a model may help to avoid a
future environmentally disastrous encounter between an iceberg and an offshore oil
platform or a shipment of hazardous materials.
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8.0 Appendix A
8.1 Simulation video of an ice island mesh 1 – uniform
See here for the supplementary file (https://doi.org/10.22215/etd/2020-m011701.1).
The perspective of this simulation video is from the bottom surface of the ice island and
shows the highest stresses (yellow-red colour) concentrating towards the centre of the ice
island. Three large fractures radiate outwards from this area towards the end of the video,
which were not thought to be reasonable based on the results of the corresponding ice
island calving plot. Figure 8.1 shows the calving plot, along with stills of the simulation
from different perspectives.

Figure 8.1: A calving plot and the simulation results from an ice island
(“20110705_214859_r1_0_BSS_20”) with a 40 m long uniform ram. (a) shows the
polygon before calving occurred and the fragments it produced after the event. (b) shows
the surface of the ice island mesh and the uniform extent of the 40 m long ram. (c) shows
the highest stresses concentrating towards the centre of the ice island bottom surface (red
circle). The red dotted line indicates where calving is inferred to occur based on the
calving plot.
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9.0 Appendix B
9.1 Simulation video of an ice island mesh 2 – localized
See here for the supplementary file (https://doi.org/10.22215/etd/2020-m011701.2).
The perspective of this simulation video is from the bottom surface of the ice island and
shows the highest stresses (yellow-red colour) concentrating towards the edge adjoined
by the ram (not visible from this perspective). A fracture propagates along this edge
towards the end of the video, which was though to be reasonable based on the results of
the corresponding ice island calving plot. Figure 9.1 shows the calving plot, along with
stills of the simulation from different perspectives.

Figure 9.1: A calving plot and the simulation results from an ice island
(“20110705214859_r1_0_BSS”) with a 40 m long localized ram. (a) shows the
polygon before calving occurred and the fragments it produced after the event. (b) shows
the surface of the ice island mesh and the localized extent of the 40 m long ram. (c)
shows highest stresses concentrating towards an edge of the ice island bottom surface
(red circle). The red dotted line indicates where calving is inferred to occur based on the
calving plot.
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10.0 Appendix C
10.1 Simulation video of an ice island mesh 3 – localized, shortened
See here for the supplementary file (https://doi.org/10.22215/etd/2020-m011701.3).
The perspective of this simulation video is from the bottom surface of the ice island and
shows the highest stresses (yellow-red colour) concentrating towards the edge adjoined
by the ram (not visible from this perspective), despite having a shortened ram. A similar
fracture to the one indicated in Appendix B propagates towards the end of the simulation.
Figure 10.1 shows the calving plot, along with stills of the simulation from different
perspectives.

Figure 10.1: A calving plot and the simulation results from an ice island
(“20110705_214859_r1_0_BSS”) with a 40 m long localized ram with its extent
reduced by half. (a) shows the polygon before calving occurred and the fragments it
produced after the event. (b) shows the surface of the ice island mesh and the localized
extent of the 40 m long ram (reduced). (c) shows high stresses concentrating towards an
edge of the ice island bottom surface (red circle). The red dotted line indicates where
calving is inferred to occur based on the calving plot.
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